Origin of life: protoribosome forms peptide bonds and links RNA and protein dominated worlds
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ABSTRACT

Although the mode of action of the ribosomes, the multi-component universal effective protein-synthesis organelles, has been thoroughly explored, their mere appearance remained elusive. Our earlier comparative structural studies suggested that a universal internal small RNA pocket-like segment called by us the protoribosome, which is still embedded in the contemporary ribosome, is a vestige of the primordial ribosome. Herein, after constructing such pockets, we show using the “fragment reaction” and its analyses by MALDI-TOF and LC–MS mass spectrometry techniques, that several protoribosome constructs are indeed capable of mediating peptide-bond formation. These findings present strong evidence supporting our hypothesis on origin of life and on ribosome’s construction, thus suggesting that the protoribosome may be the missing link between the RNA dominated world and the contemporary nucleic acids/proteins life.

INTRODUCTION

The vital role of the ribosomes and their universality stimulated profound hypotheses regarding their prebiotic origin and activity (1–4). The advent of ribosome’s structures (5,6) revealed their various active sites and allowed the identification of their mode of function in genetic code decoding and protein synthesis. All ribosomes are built of two unequal subunits that associate to form the active ribosome. The small subunit provides the decoding site while the large one comprises the site for peptide bond formation, which is composed almost solely of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) chains and is named the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) (7). The PTC, situated at the heart of the contemporary ribosome, is built of a semi-symmetrical pocket-like RNA (Figure 1A, B) (8), a unique feature within the otherwise asymmetric ribosome. Analyses of structures of ribosomes from organisms throughout all kingdoms of life as well as those from organelles showed that despite the ribosomal size differences, in all cases, the fold of this pocket region and the sequence of its rRNA chains are highly conserved (Figure 1C, D) (8). In addition, structural analyses of ribosome complexes with transfer RNA molecules (tRNAs), as well as with their shorter analogs, which mimic their amino acylated 3’ termini that bind to both PTC sides (called A and P-sites, according to their accommodation of the A- and P-tRNAs) indicated that the CCA-3’-ends of the PTC bound tRNAs (9–11) are also related by a semi 2-fold symmetry (Figure 1E) (12).

This semi-symmetrical pocket-like region, which accounts for only ~6% of the entire large subunit rRNA in prokaryotes, provides the scaffold for peptide bond formation by anchoring the 3’ CCA ends of the ribosomal substrates, namely the aminocyl and the peptidyl tRNA molecules (9–11). We named the two sides of these pocket-forming RNA regions, according to their interactions with the tRNA substrates (8), A- and P-region (A-reg and P-reg), respectively. Both regions include a stem–elbow–stem (SES) structural motif, which is an ancient RNA fold found in tRNAs as well as ribozymes (13), thus leading to postulations regarding their common prebiotic origin (14,15).
The elaborate architecture of this pocket provides the required framework for the catalytic activity of the contemporary ribosomes, by positioning the substrates in a spatial orientation optimal for peptide bond formation (16,17), allowing for their A-site to P-site motion (18), for substrate-mediated catalysis (19,20) and for navigating the nascent chains into the protein exit tunnel (6,12). Additionally, by confining the peptide bond formation site, this pocket limits the void required for the translocation of the tRNA 3′-end, which is imperative for successive peptide bond formation. Based on the above observations, we proposed that this pocket, which is still implanted in the modern ribosome, is actually the protoribosome, namely the remnant of an ancient machinery that presumably was initially useful in various primordial RNA-mediated reactions analogous to current biochemical enzymatic RNA processes such as replication, cleavage, ligation, splicing, phosphorylation etc. (1,21). This protoribosome hypothesized to be made exclusively of RNA molecules that self-assemble and could self-replicate to create an active pocket, was probably further snatched by various activated forms of amino acids, to form peptide bonds. In addition, the findings of self-replicating RNA molecules that possess catalytic activities (22–24), led us to hypothesize that the protoribosome is the origin of the modern ribosome. This proposal was further supported by quantum mechanical calculations (25). An additional support to our hypothesis arose from the detailed analysis of the structure of modern ribosomes, based on the abundance of rRNA A-minor motif (26). This study, which presents a hierarchal evolution of the assembly of the 23S rRNA, suggested the PTC as the origin of the ribosome. Additional studies described scenarios in which the rRNA gradually expanded from a rather small entity to its current dimension through the addition of RNA chains and ribosomal proteins, which served as structural and functional elements that are needed for the accurate and efficient activity of the contemporary ribosomes. (27,28). However, so far none of the above proposals was directly supported by experimental evidence.

Ever since the discovery that ribosomes mediate the formation of peptide bond even between minimal substrates and inhibitors, i.e., fMet-tRNA^fMet (29) or CAACAA-formyl-methionine (30) and puromycin, in a reaction termed the ‘fragment reaction’, efforts were made to identify the smallest set of ribosomal components that are competent of implementing it. Thus, initially it was shown that the large ribosomal subunit provides the stereochemistry for the fragment reaction even without the presence of the
small ribosomal subunit. Additional studies illustrated that identical RNA structures can be stabilized by unrelated proteins (31) suggesting that the ribosomal proteins are probably needed for the ribosomal subunit stabilization rather than for peptide bond formation catalysis. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that transcripts of 23S rRNA could be reconstituted in vitro into catalytically active 50S ribosomal subunits demonstrating that posttranslational rRNA modifications are less needed for the principal activity of the ribosome (32,33). As the combination of several intact ribosomal components preserved partial ribosomal functionality, efforts were made to obtain such activity with minimal constructs derived from the 23S rRNA chains adjacent to the PTC (34). Interestingly, RNA ribozymes, irrespective of their origin, were shown to exhibit peptidyl transferase activity in restricted space (35). Wet-dry reaction cycles of the appropriate substrates could have also been a complementary approach to peptide bond formation in the absence of RNA (36).

In order to examine our protoribosome hypothesis empirically, RNA chains derived from the conserved pocket region were designed, prepared and tested for their ability to dimerize and catalyze the formation of a peptide bond. The latter activity was examined using the above-mentioned fragment reaction and the substrates CCA–phenylalanine–caproic acid–biotin (CCA-pcb) and C-Puromycin (C-Pmn) (11). Gratifyingly, several of the protoribosome constructs led to the formation of a peptide bond between these substrates. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only case in which the protoribosome hypothesis is directly supported through the activity of PTC-derived RNA constructs. Herein, we discuss these findings, which present strong evidence supporting the hypothesis that the modern ribosome evolved from an ancestral protoribosome that was capable of forming peptide bonds. Thus, we claim that the protoribosome may be the missing link between the RNA dominated world and the contemporary nucleic acids and proteins world.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

RNA constructs design

In order to identify a minimal rRNA component that mimics the pocket-like structure of the contemporary ribosome and forms peptide bonds, a series of RNA constructs was designed and prepared, based on the sequences of segments of the ribosome’s pocket. Particularly, the initial protoribosome constructs were planned on the basis of nucleotide sequences derived from the 23S rRNA of T. thermophilus (tt), which are identical to those of D. radiodurans in these regions. These minimal constructs, which consist of two helices, namely H90 and H93 (named tt_A1) or H74 and H89 (named tt_P1) (see Figure S1 for the corresponding regions within the 2D representation of the 23S rRNA and Table S1 for their sequences), form the minimal part of the 2-fold symmetrical region, in which H90 and H93 are symmetrically related to H74 and H89 (min-A and -P). A few modifications were made in the actual construct’s synthesis. For example, the first nucleotide in the tt_P1 region, adenosine 2058 which is conserved in eubacteria was replaced by guanosine in our designed construct (37) to meet the requirement of T7 RNAP transcript. Since this G is conserved in eukaryotes and archaea in that location, this change was not expected to result in adverse effects. Furthermore, short loops of up to six nucleotides were inserted (marked with green lines in Figure S1 and in red fonts in Table S1) within positions where the original rRNA helices were truncated such that the minimal constructs include only the semi-symmetrical region (9). The sequence of the stable hexamer hairpin 5′-CUUCGG-3′, which is found in the center of palindrome-like patterns of various mRNA sequences and is predicted to form stem loops (38), was selected to serve that purpose. Interestingly, this hairpin is present in the 16S rRNA (starting in positions 207, 419, 1028, 1449) (38) as well as in the 23S rRNA (starting at nucleotide 1691), of available ribosome structures where it folds as loops at the tips of well-defined rRNA helices.

H92 and H80 of the contemporary ribosome hold the A and P-loops, respectively. These highly conserved loops, which reside within the semi-symmetrical region form Watson-Crick base-pairs with the 3′ CCA end of the tRNA substrates (11). Appreciating their significance, these loops, and the rRNA helices in which they are embedded, were added into the sequence of tt_A1 and tt_P1 to form extended constructs, namely tt_A2 and tt_P2, each bearing the entire nucleotide sequence of either the extended A- or P-reg within the contemporary ribosome (Figures S1, S2A, S2B and Tables 1 and S1). Further extended protoribosome constructs, termed tt_A1P1 and tt_A2P2 were designed based on the sequence of the entire semi-symmetrical region, either lacking or holding H92 and H80, respectively (Figures S1, S2C and Tables 1 and S1).

Within the contemporary ribosome, the interactions between the two parts of the semi-symmetrical region involve an A-minor motif (39) between a GNRA tetraloop (Where N can be any nucleotide, and R is purine) in H93 (GUGA) at the A-reg and a receptor located at H74 in the P-reg (Figure S3). As H74 is part of both tt_P1 and tt_P2 constructs, we envisaged, based on previous studies (40), that incorporation of the GUGA sequence into these constructs, at the location corresponding to H89, instead of the hyper stable hairpin CUUCGG would increase the affinity between the monomeric constructs such that they would form tighter homodimers. These GUGA holding proto-ribose constructs were termed tt_P1c and tt_P2c, respectively (Tables 1 and S1).

In addition to T. thermophilus based constructs, additional ones were designed on the basis of sequences from Escherichia coli, Enterococcus factum and Staphylococcus aureus, and were termed ec_P1c, ef_P1c and sa_P1c, respectively. However, as the PTC is highly conserved, the sequences varied only in few bases (Figure S2D). Additional minimal P-reg constructs named tt_P1m and tt_P2m, were designed with different closing loops aimed to mimic the tt_P1 H74 natural fold, namely, without the addition of the synthetic loop CUUCGG (Tables 1 and S1, Figures S3 and S2D). In addition to the rational design described above, prior to their actual preparation, the 2D structures of the above mentioned 13 RNA constructs were predicted using free energy minimization calculations. It was found that they arrange in 2D structures that resemble their fold
within the 23S rRNA contemporary structure (Figures S4 and S5), thus strengthening our hypothesis that they would fold, and function as independent entities. In addition, the propensity of the constructs tt_A1 and tt_P1 to form tight homodimers using direct complementarity criteria, rather than active pockets was examined and excluded. Alignment of sequences derived from the symmetrical region of different organisms was performed using Clustal omega (41) or MAFFT (42) servers. The aligned sequences were imaged using Jalview (43). Coot was used to superimpose structures of the symmetrical region from different organisms (44).

Free energy minimization (45) was used for RNA secondary structure predictions using mfold (46) and RNAstructures (47). OligoCalc (48) was used to predict the propensity of structure predictions using mfold (46) and RNAstructures (47). Images of 3D structures were prepared using Pymol (49).

**Preparation of the plasmids for *in vitro* transcription of RNA**

The RNA constructs: ec_P1c, tt_P1m, tt_P1n, tt_A1, tt_A2 were purchased from Dharmacon, Inc. (Colorado, USA). The DNA primers for the constructs tt_P1c, tt_P1l, tt_P2, tt_P2c, tt_A1P1, tt_A2P2 were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich® and inserted into pUC57 plasmid using restriction enzymes. Since the sequences of sa_P1c and ef_P1c had high similarity to tt_P1c, site-directed mutagenesis of the tt_P1c-pUC57 plasmid was performed to achieve sa_P1c and ef_P1c plasmids. A transfer PCR was set up using Phusion Polymerase. The newly prepared plasmids (called sa_P1c-pUC57 and ef_P1c-pUC57 hereafter) were then transformed to DH5α cells and subsequently purified using Qiagen Mini-prep kit and sent for sequencing. Plasmids were stored at -20°C for future use. The plasmids were then transformed into chemically competent *E. coli* DH5α cells using heat shock, multiplied, and purified according to Qiagen Midi prep kit instructions.

**In vitro transcription—preparation of the RNA constructs**

Plasmid was linearized in batches of 1 mg using HpaI restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs, Inc.) according to the instructions provided by the manufacturer. 1.4–1.6 mg of linearized plasmid was mixed with 16 mM NTP mix, 10 mM DTT, 20 mM MgCl₂, 40 mM Tris–pH 8.1, 1 mM spermidine, 0.01% Triton X100 and 0.4 mg/ml T7 RNA polymerase purified in the lab (50), or using Thermo Scientific T7 in vitro transcription kit according to manufacturer's protocol. Promega RNASin plus was added in transcription mix to get rid of any RNase present. Precipitated PPI was removed by centrifugation for 5 min at 2570 RCF. EDTA (pH 8.0) was added to the supernatant to a final concentration of 50 mM to cease the reaction.

**Purification of RNA using preparative PAGE**

The transcription mixture was extracted with phenol/chloroform/isomyl alcohol (Sigma P3803) thrice to remove the proteins. Excess phenol was removed with ethanol precipitation, by adding 0.3 M NaAc and 0.7 V ethanol, and incubation for 1 h at -20°C or on ice. Centrifugation at 2570 RCF yielded an RNA pellet which was purified by preparative PAGE (Poly Acrylamide gel Electrophoresis). The RNA samples were mixed at a 2:1 ratio with 2×BCD dye (2× bromophenol cyanol dye loading dye consisted of 90% (v/v) formamide, 2 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 100 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.8, 0.25% (w/v) bromophenol blue and 0.25% (w/v) xylene cyanol), loaded on a 10% preparative gel (1:19 acrylamide: Bis acrylamide, 7 M urea and 1×TBE) and ran at 150 V in a gel of 17.5 cm × 20 cm × 1 mm dimension for 7–14 h. The RNA was extracted from the gel using 0.5 M NaAc pH 5.0 at RT and precipitated with EtOH at -20°C. The concentration of the RNA was further checked using Implen Nanophotometer® NP80 and its purity was assured from the 260/280 and 260/230 values. The purity of all the extracted RNA oligomers was further evaluated on a denaturing PAGE (Figure S6). In addition, denaturing gels after peptide formation assay is shown in (Figure S6D) to demonstrate that RNA constructs are not degraded during the assay duration.

**The capability of RNA constructs to form peptide bonds**

The capability of all 13 RNA constructs to allow peptide bond formation was probed using the fragment reaction (11). Each such experiment involved incubation of the relevant construct with CCA-pcb (Dharmacon, Inc. Colorado, USA) as a P-site substrate and C-Pmn (Dharmacon, Inc. Colorado, USA) as an A-site substrate. The reactions were performed as follows: RNA sample to the final concentration of 2.8–100 µM in milli-Q water was heated for 1 min at 90°C and cooled down for 2–5 min at 4°C. The RNA was then mixed with 49 µM of CCA-pcb and 19.6 µM of C-Pmn, in 50 mM Sodium phosphate pH 7.5, 20 mM KCl and 10 mM MgCl₂ to a total volume of 10.2 µl. The reaction mixture was then incubated for 24 h at either 15, 25, 37 or 50°C. Large ribosomal subunit from *E. coli* (E50S), purified according to a reported protocol (51) was used as a positive control. However, no melting and annealing cycle was followed for E50S. Negative controls did not contain RNA or E50S.

Following the reactions, the samples were either directly analyzed by Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption-Time-of Flight (MALDI-TOF) spectrometry, Bruker® MALDI TOF, or Waters SYNAPT-XS Q-ToF High Resolution mass spectrometer (Manchester, UK) with an electrospray ionization (ESI) interface. If not analyzed immediately, the samples were stored at -80°C for maximum 24 hours prior to the MALDI or LC–MS determination.

**Analysis of the fragment reaction using MALDI-TOF**

The reaction mixtures were analyzed using α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) as the matrix. For analyses, 1 µl of the CHCA matrix prepared in the lab was combined with 1 µl of the reaction mixture and the combined solution was left to air dry on the MALDI plate. After drying, the samples were examined using the Reflector Negative Mode. All experiments were repeated at least thrice to ensure consistency.

To determine the role of the dimers in product formation, the above described peptide activity assay was performed...
also in the absence of MgCl₂, but in the presence of KCl, or in the absence of both salts for tt_P1c, tt_P1 and tt_A1P1. The remaining protocol was similar to that described above.

Preparation of α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA) as a matrix for MALDI-TOF

5–10 mg of CHCA were dissolved in a 500 μl solution of 50% milli-Q water, 47% acetonitrile and 3% trifluoroacetic acid to provide a saturated solution, which was centrifuged. The supernatant was used as matrix for MALDI-TOF.

LC–MS analysis for further validation of peptide bond formation

To further assure the product formation, LC–MS experiments were performed. Peptide activity assays were performed with all the five constructs (tt_P1c, tt_P1, tt_A1P1, sa_P1c, ef_P1c) that were able to show peptide bond formation with MALDI-TOF. The reactions were performed as follows: RNA sample with a final concentration of 2.8 μM in milli-Q water was heated for 1 min at 90°C and cooled down for 2–5 min at 4°C. The RNA was then mixed with 49 μM of CCA-pcb and 49 μM of C-Pmn, in 50 mM Sodium phosphate pH 7.5, 20 mM KCl and 10 mM MgCl₂ to a total volume of 50 μl. The reaction mixture was then incubated for 24 h at 37°C. Large ribosomal subunit from E. coli (E50S), was used as a positive control. However, no melting and annealing cycle was followed for E50S. Negative controls did not contain RNA or E50S.

The reaction mixtures for tt_P1c, tt_P1, sa_P1c, ef_P1c, tt_A1P1 were then concentrated to a volume 10 μl and analyzed by UPLC–MS without further dilution. However, for E50S concentration of the sample was not necessary. The spectra were recorded in the negative ion mode within a mass range from 400 to 1400 m/z. The parameters were set as follows: capillary voltage at 2.2 kV, cone gas flow at 30 l/min, source temperature at 140 °C, and cone voltage at 30 V (−). The desolvation temperature was set at 600 °C, and the desolvation gas (N2) flow rate was set at 800 l/h. Lock spray was acquired with Leucine Encephalin (m/z 554.2615 in negative mode) at a concentration of 200 ng/ml and a flow rate of 10 μl/min once every 10 s for 1 s periods. Waters MassLynx v4.2 software was used for data acquisition and data processing.

The analytes were separated using Waters Premier Acquity UPLC system. The aqueous mobile phase A consisted of 50 mM 1,1,1,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (Sigma-Aldrich, 105228) and 2.5 mM hexylamine (Sigma-Aldrich, 219703). The organic mobile phase B consisted of methanol with 50 mM 1,1,1,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol and 2.5 mM hexylamine. The separation was achieved with Waters Acquity Premier BEH C18 Column, 1.7 μm, 2.1 × 50 mm at 0.3 mL/min flow rate, 60°C. After a one min hold at 10% B, the gradient was ramped to 50% B in 6.5 min, then the column was maintained at 95% B for 2.5 min and re-equilibrated at initial conditions.

To ensure that a peptide bond was indeed formed, the stability of the product in basic conditions was examined. Following the reaction termination, the reaction mixture of tt_P1c was divided into two parts. One part was set aside, while 0.5 M NaOH was added to the second part till pH 10.0 was achieved. This mixture was then incubated at 25°C for 60 min. After 60 min, the pH of the reaction, monitored using pH strips, was brought to pH 7.0 using 0.5 M acetic acid. Both samples were then examined by MALDI.

Dimerization assay of RNA constructs (EMSA native gel)

RNA samples were diluted with milli-Q water to a final concentration of 2 μM, annealed for 1 min at 90°C and chilled on ice. The samples were then mixed with a dimerization buffer DB comprising of 89 mM Tris borate (TB) pH 7.5 and 15 mM MgCl₂, incubated for 30–45 min at 37°C and chilled on ice for 15 min to 18 h. Alternatively, to assess the role of MgCl₂ in folding and dimer formation, samples were mixed with Tris–boric acid EDTA (TBE) pH 7.5 instead of DB buffer. The samples were then run on a native gel of 12% PAGE and 15 mM MgCl₂ at 4°C in the DB buffer. The constructs tt_P1c, ec_P1c, tt_P1, tt_P2, tt_P2c, tt_P1m, tt_P1n, tt_A1, tt_A2 and tt_A1P1 were run at 40 V for 14 h on a 12.5 cm × 6.5 cm × 0.75 mm gel while for the longer construct, i.e. tt_A2P2, the gel was run at 80 V for 10 h on a gel of similar dimension. The gels were stained with Ethidium Bromide (EtBr) and imaged using ChemiDoc™ XRS + Imager.

Dimerization of the RNA constructs sa_P1c and ef_P1c was achieved using the slow annealing method. Samples of sa_P1c and ef_P1c were mixed with milli-Q water and DB to a final concentration of 1.8 μM. RNA samples were placed in a heat block at 90°C for 30 s to denature them. They were then gradually denatured stepwise at the rate of 1.5°C per minute to room temperature (25°C) gradually over a period of 30–40 min. The RNA was then brought to 4°C by keeping it on ice for a minimum of 2 h. They were stored at 4°C and used within 24 h. The samples were incubated at 37°C for 30 min and then on ice for 15 min. To the tubes, 2× RNA loading dye was added. An electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) was performed on a 12% native PAGE gel. The gels were run at 80 V for 5–8 h on a 12.5 cm × 6.5 cm × 0.75 mm gel. They were then stained with EtBr and imaged using ChemiDoc™ XRS + Imager.

Dimerization at higher concentrations for tt_A1, tt_A2 and ef_P1c was done at 20 μM final RNA concentration. The procedures were followed exactly as done previously for the corresponding samples at 2 μM RNA concentration.

RNA 3'-end fluorescent labelling and purification

In order to determine the dimers dissociation constant (Kₐ) the RNA 3'-end of the constructs were fluorescently labelled with Fluoresein-5-thiosemicarbazide (FTSC) using a published protocol (Figure S7) (52). In brief, 250 pmol of RNA were oxidized by incubating it with NaIO₄ (0.535 μg, 2500 pmol) and 50.5 mM NaAc pH 5.6, to a total volume of 40 μl for 90 min at 25°C in the dark. Excess of oxidant was then quenched by the addition of Na₂SO₃ (0.63 μg, 5000 pmole) and further 15 min incubation at 25°C in the dark. Fluoresein-5-thiosemicarbazide (FTSC), (3.16 μg, 7500 pmole) dissolved in DMF was then added to the oxidized RNA solution and the mixture incubated for 3–12 h at 37°C in the dark. Following that manipulation,
the excess of FTSC was removed with illustra MicoSpin G-25 Columns (GE life sciences). The size and purity of the labelled RNAs were assessed using denaturing gels.

**Determination of the dimers dissociation constant (K_d)**

In order to estimate the stability of the laboratory constructed dimers, RNA dimerization was approximated using a native EMSA gel. A constant amount of labelled RNA, namely 0.15 μM for tt_P1c, tt_P1c, tt_P1m, tt_P1n, sa_P1c, ef_P1c and 1.5 μM of tt_A1P1 were titrated with increasing 0–42 μM concentration of the unlabelled RNA. Seemingly, due to the longer length of tt_A1P1, the labelling with a fluorophore was less efficient than that achieved with the shorter constructs. The samples were then treated as described above for the dimerization assay of corresponding samples. Next, the gels were imaged with Typhoon FLA9500 under fluorescent reader. For tt_P1c, tt_P1c, tt_A1P1, tt_P1m, tt_P1n, sa_P1c and ef_P1c fluorescent bands of monomer and dimer were quantified by the software ImageJ. The percentage of dimers was then calculated using Eq. (2) of SI page 45. The calculated percentage of the dimers were plotted vs. the concentration of the unlabelled monomers in the following equation using Mathematica 11.3 in order to calculate the dissociation constant (K_d) (Derivation of this equation has been presented in SI Page 45):

\[
\text{Dimer } \% = \left\{ \frac{\sqrt{K_d (K_d + 8x) - K_d - 2x}}{2 (K_d - X)} \right\} \times 100 \hspace{1cm} (1)
\]

where \(X = M_0\) or concentration of the unlabelled oligomers, \(K_d\) = dissociation constant of RNA constructs, \(Y = \text{dimer}\) %.

K_d was not calculated for the RNA constructs tt_P2c and tt_A2P2c, since along with the increase in concentration of the monomer, the amount of multimer formed also increased precluding the possibility of reliable K_d calculations.

**RESULTS**

**RNA constructs mediate peptide bond formation**

A series of 13 rRNA constructs was designed based on the structure and sequence conservation of the PTC according to various natural sequences (see Methods section for details) (Tables 1 and S1 and Figures S1–S3). The capability of all our RNA constructs to lead to peptide bond formation was probed by applying the fragment reaction followed by analyses of the reaction mixtures using Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption-Time of Flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrometry analysis (53) which was further confirmed by LC–MS. For this reaction, CCA-pcb and C-Pmn were chosen as the P and A-site analogs, respectively (Figure 2A). A fruitful condensation between these counterparts provides the product C-puromycin–phenylalanine–caproic acid–biotin (C-Pmn-pcb molecular weight of 1263.33), which could be detected using MALDI-TOF and LC–MS, in a negative mode, as evidenced from the analysis of the reaction mixture of the E. coli 50S subunit with these substrates (Figures 2B and 3C).

To test the ability of our protoribosome RNA constructs to promote this reaction and provide the above-mentioned product, they were incubated with the same substrates for 24 h at 37°C (Figures 2C, 3C and Figure S8). The reaction of the E. coli 50S was used as a positive control, and with milli-Q water as a replacement of the RNA constructs, as a negative control (Figure 2B and D, respectively). In the case of the construct tt_P1c, its complementary sequence com_tt_P1c (Table S1), which was constructed according to base-pairing rules, and did not catalyze the reaction, served as an additional negative control (Figure S8H). Analyses of the MALDI data clearly showed that 5 of our designed constructs, namely, ef_P1c, tt_P1c, sa_P1c, tt_P1l and tt_A1P1, mediated peptide bond formation at 37°C, as evident from the presence of the desired product molecular ion peak in their respective spectra (Figure 2C and Figure S8). However, the remaining 8 RNA constructs did not show any activity, as indicated from the absence of the product molecular ion peak in the MALDI spectra of their reaction mixtures. The reactions in the presence of the protoribosome constructs were significantly less effective with much lower product peak intensities as compared to those obtained in the presence of the E. coli 50S.

To further authenticate the identity of the product peak, the reactions of the working constructs, i.e. tt_P1c, tt_P1l, tt_A1P1, sa_P1c, ef_P1c, E50S (positive control), as well as the negative control (no E50S or RNA construct) were repeated and their mixtures were analyzed using LC–MS. The LC–MS experiment showed a peak corresponding to the product C-Pmn-pcb in all cases except negative control (Figure 3 and Figure S9). Comparison of the UPLC chromatograms of the constructs mentioned above with that of the E50S ribosomal subunit clearly indicate that the product’s intensities (ion count) are much lower than the latter. That is, while in the case of the E50S the product intensity is of 2.06e5, ef_P1c, tt_P1c, sa_P1c, tt_A1P1, tt_P1c shows product intensities of 472, 435, 522, 1800 and 1160 respectively (Figure S10) despite of the construct samples being approximately 5 times more concentrated than that of the E50S.

To validate that the product presenting the desired mass indeed holds a peptide bond, the reaction mixture of tt_P1c was treated with 0.5 M NaOH followed by neutralization with acetic acid, prior to its MALDI analysis. As expected, a peak corresponding to a product of phosphodiester bond hydrolysis, i.e. Pmn-pcb, was observed (Figure S11). The fact that after this base treatment a product having the required mass was obtained, suggests that a peptide bond, which is stable under these conditions, is indeed present in the product.

Our results further demonstrate that constructs which include A- and P-loops, i.e. tt_A2, tt_P2, tt_P2c and tt_A2P2, are not capable of catalyzing the peptidyl transfer reaction. In the case of tt_P2, tt_P2c and tt_A2P2 the addition of the A- and P-loops impedes the activity of the shorter analogous constructs tt_P1, tt_P1c and tt_A1P1. A plausible explanation for this observation is that these extended constructs may fold to different conformations and accordingly form various dimers, which hinder the binding of the substrates, as seen in Figure 4B. In the case of the construct tt_A2, however, the addition of the A-loop did not change
Figure 2. The fragment reaction and analyses of peptide bond formation using MALDI. (A) Schematic representation of a fruitful condensation between the substrates CCA-phenylalanine-biotin (CCA-pcb) and C-puromycin (C-Pmn) to afford the product C-Puromycin-phenylalanine-caproic acid-biotin (C-Pmn-pcb). (B–D) Representative MALDI-TOF spectra of fragment reaction mixtures recorded in negative ion reflector mode. The peak of CCA-pcb (starting material) and the C-Pmn-pcb (product peak) are marked with S and P, respectively. (B) E. coli large ribosomal subunit (50S) (positive control). (C) RNA construct ef_P1c. (D) Substrates without RNA or E. coli 50S (negative control).
the disability of its shorter analog tt_A1 to catalyse the reaction.

Exploring reaction conditions

In an attempt to understand the effect various parameters have on the reaction outcome a set of additional experiments were performed. We first studied the effect of the experiment duration on the reaction. Accordingly, the reaction with tt_P1c was performed for variable time durations ranging from 30 min to 10 h in addition to almost all other experiments that were run for 24 h. As evident from the MALDI spectra (Figure S12A), the desired product as well as substrates were observed in all cases ranging from 2 to 10 h. However, no product was obtained in reactions performed for 30 min or 1 h. This observation suggests that in the presence of our construct a minimum of 2 h reaction is required to obtain significant amount of product such that it would be detectable using MALDI. The fact that no significant difference was observed between the reactions ran for 10 and 24 h suggests that, extended time is not beneficial in respect to the reaction completion. In case of the E50S subunit, however, 1 h was sufficient to catalyse the product formation such that it would be detectable using MALDI. When the reaction duration was reduced to 30 min no product was observed even in the presence of the 50S ribosomal subunits (Figure S12B). In order to examine whether the reactions in presence of RNA constructs do not run to completion due to their instability under the reaction conditions, i.e. prolonged time, the 24 h reaction mixture was run.
on a denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Single bands of RNA constructs corresponding to their expected size were observed, suggesting that degradation of the RNA constructs is not the reason for the incomplete reactions (Figure S6D).

Next, we examined the effect of the concentrations of the reaction components. Accordingly, variable concentrations of the constructs tt\_P1c, i.e. 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 100 \( \mu \text{M} \), were used instead of the typical concentration of 2.8 \( \mu \text{M} \), while all other parameters were left unchanged (i.e. CCA-pcb and C-Pmn were 49.9 and 19.9 \( \mu \text{M} \), respectively). As evident from the MALDI spectra which offers qualitative information rather than quantitative (54) (Figure S13), the increase in the construct concentration did not significantly change the reaction outcome, which led in all cases to the desired product. Thus, changing the stoichiometry of the reaction from \( \sim 1:20:8 \) of RNA construct/CCA-pcb/C-Pmn up to \( \sim 35:20:8 \) namely increasing the RNA amount by a factor of 35 did not affect the reaction outcome. Similarly, varying the concentrations of the substrates CCA-pcb and C-Pmn, i.e. from 49.9 and 19.9 \( \mu \text{M} \), respectively (ratio of 20:8) to 19 or 49 \( \mu \text{M} \) of both CCA-pcb and C-Pmn (ratio of 1:1), in presence of the construct tt\_P1c for 24 h reaction time, did not show any major effect on the reaction, which was successful in all cases (Figure S14).

Finally, in order to evaluate the effect of the reaction temperature on its outcome, in addition to 37\( ^\circ \)C, the reaction was performed at 15, 25 and 50\( ^\circ \)C. Interestingly, according to the MALDI data, the constructs tt\_P1c, tt\_P1 and tt\_A1P1 as well as the 50S ribosomal subunit mediated peptide bond formation at these temperatures. The constructs sa\_P1c and ef\_P1c, on the other hand, were found inactive under these conditions (Figures S15–S17).

**Dimerization capability of the RNA constructs**

Aiming to understand the activity pattern displayed by our RNA constructs, we examined their state under conditions similar to that of the activity assay reaction. This was sought, as we envisaged that dimerized constructs might imitate the pocket-like structure surrounding the PTC and provide activity. The dimerization capability of our 13 RNA constructs was tested using the Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA) (Fig. 4A–D) (55). This assay showed that constructs mimicking the minimal P-reg (min-P), namely, tt\_P1, tt\_P1c, tt\_P1n and tt\_P1m tend to form dimers (Figure 4A and C), whereas those derived from the minimal A-reg (min-A): tt\_A1 and tt\_A2, do not (Figure 4A and B). The latter constructs even failed to form dimers under higher concentrations (Figure S18F). The ability of the P-reg constructs to dimerize was further observed with the tt\_P1c analogs, sa\_P1c and ef\_P1c derived from the PTC sequences of *S. aureus* and *E. factum* ribosomes, respectively (Figure 4C). The construct ec\_P1c originating from the *E. coli* sequence, did not form a dimer, even at higher concentrations (Figure S18F). Evidently, in some cases introducing slight changes in the RNA sequence had a significant effect on its dimerization capabilities.

Extended P-reg constructs, namely, tt\_P2 and tt\_P2c formed few multimeric conformations with no clear dominance of a single band (Figure 4B) in contrast to the minimal P-reg constructs, tt\_P1, tt\_P1c, tt\_P1n and tt\_P1m which showed two distinct bands (Figure 4A). Thus, it seems that the P-loop addition to the constructs gives rise to the observed conformational variability. The constructs mimicking the entire symmetrical region gave results that further exhibit this pattern. Whereas tt\_A1P1 showed distinct two bands (Figure 4B), tt\_A2P2, gave a mixture of higher order multimers (Fig. 4D). Since the A-reg constructs did not form dimers (Figure 4A and B), it appears reasonable to believe that the minimal P-reg is actually the driving force for dimerization of the entire symmetrical region constructs. The preference of P-reg constructs to form homodimers might indicate on the earlier prebiotic origin of that region, a time when no difference between the two sides of the pocket existed, in contrast to its contemporary form, in which the A site attracts the aa-tRNA and the P-site pushes out the free tRNA.

Interestingly, and in support to our above hypothesis, our results point out that only the constructs that dimerized, thus potentially mimicking a pocket structure, mediated peptide bond formation (Table 1). The constructs which did not dimerize, failed to exhibit such activity. However, although required, it appears that dimerization by itself does not assure peptide bond formation, as evidenced from the lack of such activity, within the conditions tested, by...
the constructs tt.P1m, tt.P1n and com.tt.P1c, albeit their dimerization.

To further substantiate the significance of construct dimerization in peptide bond formation, the reactions with tt.P1, tt.A1P1 and tt.P1c were performed either in the absence of all salts, i.e. potassium chloride and magnesium chloride, or in the presence of the former and absence of the latter. It was interesting to evaluate these conditions since magnesium chloride, specifically, was found essential for the construct’s dimerization, as dimers were not observed in its absence (Figure S18 A–C). Potassium chloride, on the other hand did not promote dimerization (Figure S18D) although it is known to bind to ribosomal RNA and in some cases was shown to replace the hydrated Mg$^{2+}$ ion (56). Evidently, reactions under both conditions were not fruitful as no product was visible on the MALDI-TOF spectra of any of the three construct mixtures (Figure S19), suggesting that indeed dimer formation might be a necessary condition for peptide bond formation. To rule out any contribution of the substrates CCA-pcb and C-Pmn to the dimer formation even in the absence of any salt, i.e. MgCl$_2$ and KCl, EMSA of the reaction mixtures, without salts, were also performed. As evident from the gels obtained (Figure S18E) the presence of the substrates did not promote dimer formation. Thus, the above experiments suggest that the presence of Mg$^{2+}$ ions is crucial for the formation of dimers which in turn seems necessary for the constructs activity. The observations further imply that both the substrates and K$^+$ ions cannot replace Mg$^{2+}$ in affecting dimerization or peptide bond formation.

To assess the stability of the RNA dimers we set to quantify the dissociation constants ($K_d$) of tt.P1, tt.P1c, tt.P1m, tt.P1n, tt.A1P1, sa.P1c and ef.P1c using EMSA (55). Accordingly, RNA constructs of increasing concentrations were incubated with constant concentration of fluorescently labelled RNA of each specific construct and the mixtures were loaded on a native polyacrylamide gel. The gels were then quantitatively analyzed using a fluorescence reader (Figure 4, Figure S20) and qualitatively analyzed post ethidium bromide staining (Figure S21). In all cases similar to our qualitative observations, two bands, corresponding to the monomer and dimer, appeared predominantly even upon RNA concentration increase.

The thus determined dimer dissociation constants, from equation (1) in ‘Material and Methods’ section (Figure 5 and Table I) present variability in the tendency of the various RNA constructs to homodimerize. Whereas ef.P1c and sa.P1c form strong dimers as evident from their low $K_d$ values, 1.00 and 0.73 μM respectively, a $K_d$ value of 32.11 μM was obtained for tt.P1m and 47.43 μM for tt.P1 indicating the formation of less stable dimers. The constructs tt.A1P1, tt.P1c and tt.P1m, on the other hand, were found to have $K_d$ values of 8.54, 10.57 and 6.57 μM, respectively, indicating they form dimers of intermediate strength. The dimerization assay also indicated on variability in the maximal dimer percentage each construct reached. While sa.P1c and ef.P1c displayed the highest percentage of dimers, i.e., 88% and 79% respectively, tt.P1m and tt.P1c achieved lower, yet still, a considerably high percentage of dimers, i.e. 69% and 50%, respectively, while tt.A1P1, tt.P1n and tt.P1 attained only 45%, 32% and 28% dimerization, respectively. The observed constructs’ $K_d$ values completely correlate with the maximal dimer percentage observed for the constructs. While the constructs which show a lower dimer percentage show a higher $K_d$, the ones with a higher dimer percentage show a considerably lower $K_d$.

**DISCUSSION**

The studies reported herein represent attempts to explore our working hypothesis of ribosomal origin. Our results highlight the P-reg as an effective dimer forming RNA chain, in comparison to the A-reg. Accordingly, we suggest that the P-reg dimers may have served as the ancestral sequence which formed an RNA machine capable to mediate RNA needed reactions as well as peptide bond formation. This molecular machine, however, did not possess the ability to support substrate motion from one site of the symmetrical pocket to the other, as required in the contemporary mode of protein biosynthesis. According to this hypothesis, during the evolution of this peptide forming molecular machine, its two parts were independently mutated such to adapt to the polypeptides formation requirement, including the entrance and exit of the substrates and products, as well as their motion from side to side. This resulted in sequence variation between the A and P-reg, which exists in contemporary ribosomes. Consequently, in all current ribosome structures, the fold of the PTC exhibits semi-symmetry but hardly any sequence identity as observed between the constructs tt.A1 and tt.P1 and between tt.A2 and tt.P2. Hence, the detected complementarity between the nucleotides that constitute the two halves of the PTC cavity may hint on the evolutionary path from P-reg homodimers to a heterodimeric AP region (57). In this respect, preliminary studies have shown that in some cases, constructs derived from the A and P regions formed heterodimers that promoted peptide bond formation. A thorough and systematic study in this direction is underway.

In relation to the actual mechanism by which our RNA constructs promote peptide bond formation, we hypothesize that the substrates CCA-pcb and C-Pmn bind to our constructed pockets, which mimic the A- and P-regions, in a similar manner to which the 3'-end of tRNAs interact with the PTC of the contemporary ribosome. Namely, in proximity and proper spatial orientation, which permits C-Pmn nucleophilic attack on CCA-pcb to provide the peptide bond. Aiming to shed light on the suggested mechanism, we have examined the fragment reaction using various conditions. Specifically, altering the reaction components stoichiometry by increasing the concentrations of the RNA and the substrates, as well as varying the reaction duration. However, these variations did not affect the reaction outcome. As the expected products obtained in all cases with the starting materials, it appears that the reaction reaches its maximal possible level rather rapidly.

Among the protoribosome constructs that form peptide bonds, tt.A1P1 is an exception, as in principal, in its monomeric form, prior to dimerization, it includes the entire protoribosome entity. Interestingly, under the dimerization conditions tt.A1P1 indeed mediated peptide bond for-
Table 1. RNA constructs used, their dimerization capability and activity in peptide bond formation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RNA Construct</th>
<th>Organism origin</th>
<th>2D PTC location</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Dimer $K_d$ (μM)</th>
<th>Peptide bond</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tt_A1</td>
<td>T. thermophilus</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>min-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tt_P1</td>
<td>T. thermophilus</td>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>min-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$47.43 \pm 7.10$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tt_A1P1</td>
<td>T. thermophilus</td>
<td></td>
<td>135</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>min-A + min-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$8.55 \pm 2.53$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tt_A2</td>
<td>T. thermophilus</td>
<td></td>
<td>91</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>A-reg (includes A loop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tt_P2</td>
<td>T. thermophilus</td>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>P-reg (includes P loop)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tt_A2P2</td>
<td>T. thermophilus</td>
<td></td>
<td>193</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>A-reg + P-reg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tt_P2c</td>
<td>T. thermophilus</td>
<td></td>
<td>98</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>P-reg and GNRA tetraloop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tt_P1c</td>
<td>T. thermophilus</td>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>min-P + GNRA tetraloop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10.57 \pm 1.16$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ec_P1c</td>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>min-P + GNRA tetraloop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sa_P1c</td>
<td>S. aureus</td>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>min-P + GNRA tetraloop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$0.73 \pm 0.19$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ef_P1c</td>
<td>E. faecium</td>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>min-P + GNRA tetraloop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1.00 \pm 0.20$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tt_P1m</td>
<td>T. thermophilus</td>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>min-P + UAA loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.57 \pm 1.28$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tt_P1n</td>
<td>T. thermophilus</td>
<td></td>
<td>65</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>min-P + UUAA loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$32.11 \pm 4.19$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mation, while it was not active in this reaction in the absence of salts, where dimerization was not obtained. As we cannot rule out the possibility that the salts are also needed for maintaining an optimal folding of an active monomeric RNA construct, the significance of tt\textsubscript{A1P1} dimerization for its catalytic activity is only hypothesized. On the other hand, since the construct tt\textsubscript{P1} forms dimers and exhibits activity, it is possible that a dimer of tt\textsubscript{A1P1}, in which tt\textsubscript{P1} is embedded, is actually formed through the P1 part which mediates the peptide bond formation. The findings that the addition of A- and P-loops to the various constructs did not promote peptide bond formation by these extended constructs suggests that these loops might have gained necessity only once the ribosome and its substrates evolved to larger entities.

In addition, we observed that typically the PTC SES motif may promote dimerization/pocket formation but not in all cases (i.e. constructs tt\textsubscript{A1}, tt\textsubscript{A2}, ec\textsubscript{P1}e). Thus, although required, dimerization by itself, apparently is not sufficient to promote peptide bond activity as exemplified by constructs, tt\textsubscript{P2}, tt\textsubscript{A2P2}, tt\textsubscript{P2c}, tt\textsubscript{P1m} and tt\textsubscript{P1n}.

Earlier studies by Zhang and Cech (35) demonstrated in vitro selection of a ribozyme that perform peptidyl transferase reaction as the ribosome. This ribozyme lack specificity with respect to the amino acid, a feature necessary for a generalized protein-synthesizing enzyme. Nevertheless, the generated sequences are not related to the contemporary ribosome conserved active site. Later studies by Anderson et al. (34) generated a minimal construct that comprises much of the 23S rRNA peptidyl transferase center, including the central loop and the A- and P-loops but their minimal rRNA domain was inactive for peptide bond formation under all tested conditions. In addition, while working on this manuscript a study (58), which is based on our suggestions (12,21,25,59–66), indicating that a 9 lysines oligomer could be produced by a larger RNA construct encapsulating the ribosomal PTC, was published. However, their constructs include additional extensions to the minimal protoribosome and are 2x110-mer long. Such length of RNA sequences conserving the structure and function of the PTC was shown to have infinitesimal probability to emerge by chance (67), hence it seems to relate to an evolutionary step following the protoribosome, i.e. towards the formation of the actual ribosome.

In summary, our findings that five of our designed protoribosome RNA constructs, which vary in their sequences, mediated peptide bond formation, strongly support our hypothesis that self-dimerized protoribosome entities that form peptide bonds could have existed in a prebiotic world. Our results demonstrate the necessity of dimerization for peptide bond formation. So far, functional RNA oligomers have rarely been observed in nature, although in vitro studies show that RNA has a high potential to multimerize through stable tertiary contact motifs, such as the GNRA tetraloop-receptors (68). In addition, our results suggest that a homodimer, formed from P-reg based protoribosome, could have served as an ancestor of the evolving heterodimers. A scenario where a homodimeric P-reg active RNA entity that was generated by fusion, and later underwent mutagenesis or replication of one of the two P-reg copies, to create the A-reg of the contemporary heterodimeric ribosome, seems plausible. This fashion may be reflected in the contemporary ribosome activity as the initiator tRNA substrate binds the P-site of the PTC in the large ribosomal subunit (69).

Furthermore, our results suggest that the superb catalytic abilities of the contemporary ribosome evolved later, upon the stabilization of the ancestral translation machinery by the addition of longer rRNA chains and ribosomal proteins, which could even adopt parts of RNA bases (e.g. the imidazole ring of purines by histidine (70)). Mutually stabilizing interactions between protopeptides and RNA (71) could have also occurred. Thus, although downfall until recently (72), the survival of the protoribosome association was shown. Furthermore, the ability of some of the constructs to form peptide bonds at diverse temperatures may imply that the protoribosome could maintain its activity in the prebiotic world where temperature and environmental conditions were suggested to be erratic (73).
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